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Remember them 
wi th BOOKS 

for the children 

A CHILD'S HISTORY and 
A CHILD'S GEOGRAPHY 
of the WORLD 
By V. M. Hillyer 

Two famous classics that more 
than 100,000 children have en
joyed, at the reduced price of 
$2.00 each. 

ROMANTIC REBEL, a life of Nathaniel 
H a w t h o r n e by Hildegarde Haw
thorne $2.50 

ROSALITA, a story of Spanish Califor
nia by Lovell Beall Triggs $2.00 

NATHAN HALE, a biography, by Jane 
Darrow $2.00 

CAPTAIN TRIPP, an adventure story by 
Rupert Sargent Holland |1 .75 

THE GREEN MOUNTAIN BOYS RIDE, by 
Gilbert Smith 12.00 

for mother 

THE YEARS of PEACE 
By LeRoy MacLeod 

"A novel of distinguished 
merit" about a family in the 
Wabash Valley. $2.50 

AFTER 5 O'CLOCK 
By Elisabeth Corbett 

A new novel by the author of 
The Young Mrs. Meigs. $2.00 

for ivorried friends 

OUTWITTING OUR 
NERVES 
By Josephine A. Jackson and 
Helen M. Salisbury 

More than 100,000 persons 
have fornid help for their 
"nerves" and "blues" in this 
tonic volume. 

Revised edition. $2.50 

for the thinker 

LEISURE IN THE 
MODERN WORLD 
By C. Delisle Burns 

A book which will give a new 
interest to one's daily activi
ties. $2.50 

THE CENTURY CO. 
353 Foiu-th Avenue, New York 

not one of "could," but of "would." And that 
is not a matter of economics. The way to dis
arm is to disarm; the way to end chaotic capi
talism is to end it. 

ROBERT BEIFFAULT. 

LIGHT IN AUGUST, BY WILLIAM FAULKNER. 
Smith and Haas. $2.50. 

Evaluation of Faulkner's work has followed 
a prescribed course. "Soldiers Pay" ran into 
two editions and attracted casual notice; "Mos
quitoes," an intensely amusing novel, was 
still-born; "Sartoris," in many ways his solid-
est and least self-conscious achievement, reach
ed the second-hand bookstores a few weeks 
after its appearance, but with "The Sound and 
The Fury" he forced the attention of the re
viewers and a chorus of uncritical approba
tion arose that proclaimed him an unqualified 
genius and lavished him with praise that 
should at least have afforded him the luxury 
of a wry smile. 

The reaction has already set in, and it is 
now the fashion to say, "Faulkner? Ah, yes; a 
superb technician, but little more." "Light in 
August" should supply ammunition for the 
reactionary camp, for it represents the author 
at the pitch of his virtuose skill, and it offers 
little more. Solid criticism, in so far as it is 
possible to arrive at it, does not always follow 
the fashion, yet in this instance the latter 
contains more than a modicum of truth. 
Faulkner is, however, more than a superb 
craftsman; he is plainly a story-teller—a nar
rator of consummate art, and as such is more 
than amply qualified to make of the thinnest 
material a tale informed with an art un
paralleled in our time. Judgment based pure
ly on his published work (and what else have 
we to judge from.?) can now clinch the case. 
So far, there has been little behind this in
tricate fagade; his distinctly unusual imagi
nation has applied itself only to gymnastic 
exercises; his photographic eye has acutely 
observed and meticulously recorded the ap
pearances of things without troubling with 
what lay beneath the surface; he has been 
wilfully perverse and his characters are memo
rable only when they are grotesque. Pop-eye, 
Temple Drake, Joe Christmas, Colonel Sar
toris, Januarius Jones and the poor white 
trash of "As I Lay Dying" remain in the 
memory for the same reason we recall a man 
of striking features who passes us in a crowd. 

ALVAH C. BESSIE. 

GROVER CLEVELAND: A STUDY IN COURAGE, 
BY ALLAN NEVINS. 

Dodd, Mead. $3. 
"In Grover Cleveland the greatness lies in 

typical rather than unusual qualities," writes 
Allan Nevins, and the same thing might be 
said of Mr. Nevins's biography. Nothing less 
than this hefty volume of 766 crowded pages 
and additional 65 pages of bibliography and 
index, written with such plodding sincerity 
and prosaic accuracy, would be a fitting monu
ment to one of Cleveland's massive common-
placeness and stubborn integrity. 

Mr. Nevins lists four "striking achievements 
which must always be associated by history 
with Cleveland's name." He "restored honesty 
and impartiality to government," "planted 
deep in the American mind the idea that the 
special privilege and the interference with 
free economic life which the bloated protective 
system represented ought to be abolished," 
"saved the nation from abandonment of the 
gold standard" and by his treatment of the 
Nicaraguan, Hawaiian and Venezuelan prob
lems "taught the American people that in their 
handling of foreign affairs conscience ought 
always to be the one dominant note." 

Considering the last several administra
tions, the American people can hardly be 
said to have followed through with any con
sistency on at least three of these achievements. 
Of course this was no fault of Cleveland's, 

BOOKS a r e 
t h e best gif ts 
for any man 

TIGER MAN 
By Julian Duguid 

"Adventure rides high in the 
jungles of Brazil" in this biog
raphy by the author of Green 
Hell. $3.00 

for everyone 

THUNDER IN 
THEIR VEINS 
By Leone B. Moats 

A gusty narrative of an Amer
ican woman's vivid experiences 
below the Rio Grande. $2.75 

FOOT-LOOSE IN 
THE BRITISH ISLES 
By Harry A. Franck 

The prince of vagabonds writes 
a wise and rich book about a 
surprising country. $3.50 

DARLING OF 
MISFORTUNE: 
EDWIN BOOTH 
By Richard Lockridge 

"Admirable in plan and spirit, 
arresting in manner, adequate 
in execution." 

—N. Y. Times. $3.50 

for the music lover 

RESTLESS STAR 
THE YOUTH OF WAGNER 
By Hans Reisiger 

An intense biography of that 
tortured genius. $3.00 

for the scientist 

SCIENCE IN THE 
MODERN WORLD 
By Julian Huxley and Others 

Science interpreted for the lay
man by nine leaders of the 
scientific world. $2.50 

THE NATURAL SCIENCES 
By Bernhard Bavink 

An introduction to the scien
tific philosophy of today. $7.50 

THE CENTURY CO. 
353 Fourth Avenue, New York 
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who remains the hero of Mr. Nevins and the 
petty bourgeoisie, fighting for a government of 
the "plain people" against a victorious ex
ploiting class with its industrial capitalism and 
imperialism. 

Neither was it Cleveland's fault that under 
his second administration the Supreme Court 
handed down a series of decisions—notably 
those on the income tax and the Debs case— 
which were notorious examples of class legis
lation. But the Pullman Strike was a fair test 
of Cleveland's democracy, and by the use of 
injunction and federal troops the strike was 
crushed. Mr. Nevins admits that "the Presi
dent moved too fast," that it "was not right to 
outlaw the strike," but blames Cleveland's at
torney-general, the unscrupulous Olney, who 
in this instance was the prime mover behind 
the government as strike-breaker. 

EDWIN SEAVER. 

TITANS OF LITERATURE. FROM HOMER TO THE 
PRESENT, BY BURTON RASCOE. 

Putnam's. $3.75. 
This book will please all who like their 

literature discussed in a lively and exciting 
fashion, whose sense of life is greater than 
their sense of formal fitness and who are di 
lighted when an author shows plainly that he 
is full to the brim with opinions about books 
life and human history. It will displease all 
those whose penchant is for the academic, who 
are more logical and orderly than sensible, and 
who set more store by accepted and conven
tional judgments than by heretical and irrev
erent ones. 

Burton Rascoe has, in this bright and shining 
book, run up and down the corridors of lit' 
erature examining all the carefully preserved 
"masterpieces" for himself. He is probably 
the last of the literary journalists who actually 
reads Greek and Latin for pleasure and who 
is capable of writing an excursus on the trans
lation and pronunciation of classical Greek, 
His unusual equipment has allowed him to 
examine most of his material in the original 
languages and by concentrating on texts rather 
than commentaries, he has found out for him 
self whether the works are to be pronounced 
living or dead. 

It is surprising how many times Rascoe 
turns up with a new and vivid report on a 
writer long since consigned to the category of 
authors about whom nothing new can possibly 
be said. Bringing his lively intelligence to bear 
upon them, he has discovered wherein they 
are human and just when and in what words 
they still have something to say to us. Fortu
nately Rascoe is not entirely literary. Though 
he protesteth much against the social interpre
tation of literature (which he does not quite 
understand) he nevertheless is aware in his 
own way that literature is continuous with 
life and that literary values are, after all, 
life values expressed after a certain fashion. 
His writers always live and move in a visible 
world, for he tells you plainly what the world 
was like when they were alive. 

The chapters devoted to the Greek writers 
are especially to be recommended as full of 
sense and vigor. Rascoe has had the courage 
to assign to the Roman writers a low value in 
general, though he distinguishes those who 
did manage to say something worthwhile. 
Dante is ruled out of court with a vigorous 
reprimand and so, to skip the centuries, is 
Milton, who irritates Rascoe terrifically. But 
Montaigne, Rabelais, Villon, Cervantes, Shake 
speare, Balzac, Verlaine, Tolstoi and Mark 
Twain are hailed with enthusiasm. Defoe gets 
the most enthusiastic tribute I recall ever see-
ing accorded him. Proust is selected for dis
cussion rather than Joyce and the last figure 
treated in extenso is George Moore. Among 
the Americans, Whitman, Poe, and Mark 
Twain are given chapters and in the final 
chapter Dreiser and Cabell are selected as the 
living Titans. Naturally I disagree with Rascoe 
on many points, but I was genuinely annoyed 
but once and then at his really very funny 
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I M P O R T A N T 

N E W FICTION 

The Book of the 
Small Souls 

By Louis Couperus. A new 
one-volume edition, containing 
"Small Souls," "Later Life," 
"Twilight of the Souls," and 
"Dr . Adriaan." $3.00 

Prologue to Love 
By Martha Ostenso. A ro
mance of the sheep country of 
British Columbia, by the author 
of "Waters Under the Earth," etc. 

$2.00 

The Cherry Tree 
By Adrian Bell. The author of 
"Silver Ley" continues his en
gaging chronicle of English farm 
life. $2.00 

Dr. Thorndyke*s 
Discovery 

By R. Austin Freeman. A 
new detective story in which Dr. 
Thorndyke unmasks a clever 
criminal in a ginger-colored wig. 

$2.00 

Afternoons in Utopia 
By Stephen Leacock. Intelli
gent madness and hilariotis par
ody in a future Utopia. $2.00 

FOR Y O U N Q E R READERS 

Lions, Gorillas and 
Their Neighbors 

By Carl and Mary L. Jobe 
Akeley. True adventures among 
strange men and beasts in Af
rica. Illustrated. (Age 12-18.) 

$2.50 

Lubbers Afloat 
By Lieutenant Commander 
Thomas J. Keane. The log of 
a thrilling cruise, with sea lore 
and traditions explained. (Age 
9-16.) $2.00 

GROVER 
CLEVELAND 

A STUDY IN COURAGE 
By ALLAN NEVINS 

Packed with intimate personal glimpses as well as dramatic events 
in his career, this biography presents an entirely new portrEtit of 
one of our most rugged and courageous Presidents. Based on hun
dreds of new Cleveland letters, newly discovered diaries, manu
scripts and other invaluable material never before available. " . . . a 
tale Well told, convincingly and with charm, intelligently and never 
shrinking from unpleasant truth."—William Allen White. "Most 
vivid and accurate; probably the final word on the subject and one 
of the best all-around biographies yet to appear in the United 
States."—Claude Moore Fuess. 832 pages. Illustrated. $5.00 

THE BEST PLAYS of 1931-32 
Edited by BURNS MAr4TLE 

A delightful volume fqf tjieatre and drama lover, including 
along with general comn^pnts on the theatre, actors, etc., 
ten important plays, by a, conibination of long excerpt and 
connecting summary: Qf Thee I Sing; Mourning Becomes 
Electra ; Reunion in Vienna ; The House of ConneUy ; The 
Animal Kingdom; The Left Bank; Another Language; Brief 
Moment; The Devil Passes; and Cynara. Illustrated. $3.00 

GOLDEN PHOENIX 
By PRINCESS DER LING 

The author of "Old Buddjia" and "Two Years in the For
bidden City" in a volume of exquisitely wrought tales of 
love and intrigue, woven around the life and customs of 
the Chinese Imperial Cottrt. Illustrated by Bertha Lum. 

$3.00 

CHARLEMAGNE 
and the United States of Europe 

By G. P. BAKER 
A sound but none the less vivid and convincing portrait of 
the greatest figure of the Middle Ages. Uniform with " Sulla, 
the Fortunate," "Hannibal," "Justinian," etc. $3.50 

GOLDEN TALES OF 
THE PRAIRIE STATEp 

Edited, with introductions, by 
MAY LAMBERTON BECKER 

Nineteen notable stories, of paramount literary interest, 
but chiefly selected for their picture of the manners and 
modes of living and thinking in the mid-western states be
tween the covered wagon days and the ajrplane. Includes 
stories by Sinclair Lewis, William Allen White, Booth 
Tarkington, Hamlin Garland, etc. lUustrftl^ed. $2.50 

THE ''SEARCH" BOOKS 
of H. V. MORTON 

A new and refreshing kind of travel book— 
light-hearted wanderings combined with 
humor, shrewd observation and engaging 
curiosity—sensitively interpreting a coun
try's people and their history. 

In Search of Scotland 
In Search of Ireland 
In Search of Wales 

(just published) 
Each volume, illustrated, $3.00 

DODO, MEAD & CO. • 449 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 
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